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Maintenance 
is one of the 
US Military’s 

largest 
resource 

consumers
Equipment maintenance cost billions of dollars annually and equipment 
down time is a major impediment to improving productivity. The Center 
for Systems Reliability (CSR) is developing new tools and methodologies 
to improve maintenance strategies and decrease equipment down time.

Predictive maintenance can be defined as the ability to estimate the 
likelihood of an equipment failure over some future time interval so that 
problems can be identified and maintenance performed before the failure 
occurs. CSR's approach to providing a predictive capability is to combine 
real-time data from sensors imbedded in the equipment with a Windows-
based reliability analysis tool. 

As of this writing, the company has shipped about 30,000 VCUs with 
12,000 additional units currently under contract. 

Beauchamp added that "we have about 125,000 vehicles in the HMMWV 
fleet right now so we'll keep producing. It would certainly be our hope and 
expectation that we will eventually be able to modernize the entire fleet." 

A total fielding is uncertain because the VCU is a customer-funded 
hardware item that is requisitioned from TACOM and installed in the field 
by the requesting unit. Continued program funding is driven by user 
demand. And, as with other new systems, much of that continuing 
demand is based on educating the users about the benefits of the VCU 
upgrade. 

This item is no different from any other new concept," Penton explained. 
Many soldiers find the VCU more expensive than the old PCB box, he said. 
"But you've got to realize what you're paying for. You've got to look at the 
money that you're saving on glow plugs and PCBs during the next two 
years-you're not paying anything out anymore." 

Beauchamp noted, "We essentially have put-a small computer, I think, is a 
good way to characterize this-in this vehicle control unit. That's a splendid 
example of making technology work for soldiers. It covers the spectrum of 
operations from concept, to design, to development, to production, to 
contract procurement, to distribution and logistics support, to readiness 
of the soldier. So it's a complete expression of TACOM's vision of what 
we're trying to do here." 

Maintaining an adequate spares inventory, while crucial for minimizing 
equipment down time, can also be very expensive. CSR's can be used to 
develop an optimal spares inventory. By "optimal" we mean an inventory 
that results in the greatest reduction in equipment down time for the 
lowest cost. 

While equipment maintenance is a major cost factor for most production 
operations, it is seldom quantified. More importantly, few companies take 
the time to identify the key contributors to maintenance cost. CSR's 
software tool can help quantify equipment maintenance cost as well as 
identifying the top contributors to total cost. 

There are several metrics by which we determine equipment performance 
such as mean time between failures (MTBF), availability (the probability 
the equipment is available for use when needed), down time (the time that 
equipment should be operating but is not), or cost. Improving equipment 
performance may involve improving any or all of these metrics. CSR's 
software can be used to quantify these metrics and determine key
contributors to all of them.

The Army National Guard has approximately $38 billion worth of 
equipment assigned to its 54 separate state and territorial military 
commands. The equipment is mostly used during peacetime to train units 
in the event that they are needed to reinforce or replace active force 
components during wartime. Equipment predominantly used for units' 2-
week annual training is located at Mobilization and Training Equipment 
Sites (MATES). There are 24 MATES located throughout the United States, 
and almost half of them will have equipment that belongs to more than 
one unit. During the last several years, the Guard has spent over $756 
million annually to maintain its equipment. However, this amount has not 
been enough to fund required scheduled maintenance and repairs on 
equipment that has deteriorated. As a result, the Guard had a maintenance 
backlog of 2.3 million labor hours as of September 1996. To help reduce 
this backlog, the Guard developed the Controlled Humidity Preservation 
Program The goal of the program is to preserve up to 25 percent of the

Responsiveness 
Equals success

As TACOM staff maintenance technician, Penton took the initial VCU production 
units to TACOM's maintenance operations shop where he began observing and 
timing mechanics performing VCU installation. "I ran some daily start tests in the 
weeks following that installation," Penton said. "It was below 20 degrees here and 
I was really happy with it. So I took it on and I've been working it ever since." 

Part of the process involved his supervision when the first units went to the field 
in February, 1998. 

Penton's initial reservation was the confusion this new installation would cause 
"without anyone from TACOM there to explain to them how they operated and 
what the differences were between [the PCB and VCU] ..." 

Into the Field
In addition to the TACOM representatives, technicians from Lau Technologies 
also accompanied the early fielding teams to answer questions. 

Penton suggested the VCU installation process is a relatively simple procedure, 
requiring mechanics to drill one hole. 

"It takes about 22 minutes to install one from the time the guy disconnects the 
battery to remove the old box, drills one hole, installs a new box, and hooks the 
battery up," he said. "I've averaged it up to about 22 minutes and I did that 
averaging with two mechanics who had no prior experience doing anything like 
this." 

Beauchamp said that the field results had exceeded almost all expectations, and 
one of the initial VCUs made by Lau Technologies is up to 200,000 start cycles 
on an original set of glow plugs. "That equates to four starts a day for 137 years," 
he said. 

Penton said units in Germany have not replaced a glow plug since they have 
been installed. 

"Not one glow plug. We've had no system failures in Germany. Everybody out 
there who understands anything about how far we have come with this program 
is raving about this new system. I think it's a good system," he said. 

Equipment maintenance cost billions of dollars annually and equipment down time 
is a major impediment to improving productivity. The Center for Systems 
Reliability (CSR) is developing new tools and methodologies to improve 
maintenance strategies and decrease equipment down time.

Predictive maintenance can be defined as the ability to estimate the likelihood of 
an equipment failure over some future time interval so that problems can be 
identified and maintenance performed before the failure occurs. CSR's approach 
to providing a predictive capability is to combine real-time data from sensors 
imbedded in the equipment with a Windows-based reliability analysis tool. 

Maintaining an adequate spares inventory, while crucial for minimizing equipment 
down time, can also be very expensive. CSR's can be used to develop an 
optimal spares inventory. By "optimal" we mean an inventory that results in the 
greatest reduction in equipment down time for the lowest cost. 

While equipment maintenance is a major cost factor for most production 
operations, it is seldom quantified. More importantly, few companies take the 
time to identify the key contributors to maintenance cost. CSR's software tool 
can help quantify equipment maintenance cost as well as identifying the top 
contributors to total cost. 
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Army Truck Enhancement Cuts Maintenance Costs

The cooperative efforts of operation and support cost reduction (OSCR) 
and modernization through spares (MTS), is saving money and time for 
the military. This new program, say officials, is also improving industry 
standards and highlighting the role of industry suppliers. 

Jerry L. Chapin, director of the Army's Tank Automotive Research
Development and Engineering Center, speaking at the National Defense 
Industrial Association's Tactical Wheeled Vehicle Conference, described 
the importance of OSCR and MTS initiatives. 

Chapin cited a high mobility multi-purpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV) 
support cost and performance problem. "The performance problem, plain 
and simple, was that the HMMWV wouldn't always start in cold 
temperatures. The support problem we originally thought [we had] was a 
glow plug problem-we were burning up glow plugs like popcorn. 

"We originally thought the solution would be a better glow plug [but] what 
we found was that we were also burning up the protective control boxes 
[PCBs] at the same time. So we had both of those problems out in the 
field. And, instead of a new glow plug, we ended up with a new, smarter 
box. The program was developed between our folks, the HMMWV program 
management office, and industry. Now we have the new better system in 
production." 

Chapin supported the popcorn analogy by noting that the 130th Engineer 
Brigade in Croatia had 3,000 glow plugs burn in a four-month period. 

Maj. Gen. Roy Beauchamp, USA, commanding general of Tank-automotive 
and Armaments Command (TACOM), Warren, Michigan, during a 
subsequent interview, summarized his own service-wide view of the 
problem by saying that the Army found itself replacing a glow plug at an 
average rate of once every 2 1/2 minutes. 

He said that his personal experience dates back to the early 1980s, when 
the first HMMWVs were initially fielded by the Army. 

Beauchamp explained that the glow plug is intended to heat the 
environment in the cylinder for the diesel fuel to combust, and the eight 
glow plugs in each HMMWV heat to approximately 2,000 degrees. He
added, "if you don't go through a particular starting sequence, the glow 
plug will overheat, burnout, and you can't start the vehicle. " 

The HMMWV has been out in the field since 1984 and "we've had nothing 
but glow plug system problems since then," said Chief Warrant Officer 
Edsel Penton, TACOM staff maintenance technician. Noting that the 
service tried changing the old PCBs several times hoping to correct the 
situation, Penton said the problem was finally turned over to Tank 
Automotive Research Development and Engineering (TARDEC) engineers. 

TARDEC was tasked to create a new design. The prototypes were solid 
state, instead of mechanical relay, he said. 

"That's how it came about. Because we spent so much money-an 
inordinate amount of money-on glow plugs and glow plug controllers 
every year out there," Penton explained. 

TARDEC engineers focused on a concept for a solid-state vehicle control 
unit (VCU) that measured and controlled the power, avoided glow plug 
overheating and extended the service life of this component. The first VCU 
prototype was produced in January, 1997, just two weeks after they were 
initially given the problem. A second re-packaged prototype version 
emerged in February.

The Army's subsequent search for an industry production base focused 
on TACOM's small business suppliers. 

"This [program] is a splendid example of the performance and the
contribution that small business makes to TACOM's business enterprise," 
Beauchamp explained. "That point is sometimes lost. In 1997, we did over 
half a billion dollars directly awarded to small business and we did 
something over two billion dollars that was precipitated through large 
business to small businesses." 

Driven by a need for industry speed and responsiveness, program urgency 
brought TARDEC together with Lau Technologies, Littleton, 
Massachusetts. TACOM representatives were acquainted with Lau 
Technologies based on the company's production of multiple distribution 
boxes for the Bradley fighting vehicle as well as electronic subsystems for 
the M1A2 Abrams main battle tank. 

"Small business is an important part of TACOM's business base and Lau 
Technologies is one of the high tech firms that's really done a great job for 
us," Beauchamp said. 

Engineers from Lau Technologies used that initial period to redesign 
several of TARDEC's prototype VCU features, and then provided their own 
industry versions for government first article testing (FAT). The FAT 
process started in September, 1997.

Participants noted that the FAT qualification tests went smoothly and
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As TACOM staff maintenance technician, Penton took the initial VCU production 
units to TACOM's maintenance operations shop where he began observing and 
timing mechanics performing VCU installation. "I ran some daily start tests in the 
weeks following that installation," Penton said. "It was below 20 degrees here and 
I was really happy with it. So I took it on and I've been working it ever since." 

Part of the process involved his supervision when the first units went to the field 
in February, 1998. 

Penton's initial reservation was the confusion this new installation would cause 
"without anyone from TACOM there to explain to them how they operated and 
what the differences were between [the PCB and VCU] ..." 

Into the Field
In addition to the TACOM representatives, technicians from Lau Technologies 
also accompanied the early fielding teams to answer questions. 

Penton suggested the VCU installation process is a relatively simple procedure, 

"It takes about 22 minutes to install one from the time the guy disconnects the 
battery to remove the old box, drills one hole, installs a new box, and hooks the 

battery up," he said. "I've averaged it up to about 22 minutes and I did that 
averaging with two mechanics who had no prior experience doing anything like 

this." 

Beauchamp said that the field results had exceeded almost all expectations, and 
one of the initial VCUs made by Lau Technologies is up to 200,000 start cycles 
on an original set of glow plugs. "That equates to four starts a day for 137 years," 
he said. 

Penton said units in Germany have not replaced a glow plug since they have 
been installed. 

"Not one glow plug. We've had no system failures in Germany. Everybody out 
there who understands anything about how far we have come with this program 
is raving about this new system. I think it's a good system," he said. 

Equipment maintenance cost billions of dollars annually and equipment down time 
is a major impediment to improving productivity. The Center for Systems 
Reliability (CSR) is developing new tools and methodologies to improve 
maintenance strategies and decrease equipment down time.

Predictive maintenance can be defined as the ability to estimate the likelihood of 
an equipment failure over some future time interval so that problems can be 
identified and maintenance performed before the failure occurs. CSR's approach 
to providing a predictive capability is to combine real-time data from sensors 
imbedded in the equipment with a Windows-based reliability analysis tool. 
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Maintenance Doctrine Changes...
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Defining Field and Sustainment Maintenance

The Ordnance Corps…Freedom’s Flame!!

Field maintenance consist primarily of on/near-system repair, 
replacement of components (primarily LRU and LRM), 
adjustment, alignment, service, and diagnose fault/failure, and 
return-to-user tasks.  Those tasks may consist of: major 
assemblies repair [examples: splitting packs and/or turbo, 
generator, injector/fuel pump, etc replacement]; LRUs may be 
repaired through the replacement/adjustment of subassemblies 
and components but is primarily replacement of Line 
Replaceable Modules (LRM).

Sustainment maintenance consists of off-system repair and 
return-to-supply tasks: those tasks required to return components, 
subassemblies, and/or end item systems to a national standard.



2-Level Maintenance

Replace…on-system 
Repair & return to user
Largely a merging of Org & DS
Repair…off-system 
Repair & return to stock
Largely a merging of GS & Depot
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Influencing the Design for the 21st Century
• Reliability
• Maintainability Pit-stop Design

– Diagnostics
– Prognostics
– Mean Time to Repair

• High Availability
• High Commonality

LRU
LRM

Expected Results:
• Logistics Footprint Reduction
• Life Cycle Savings
• Unprecedented Ease of Maintenance
• Increased Availability



Maintainability Design Influence
The Pit Stop Philosophy

Pit Stop Design is an approach for designing military systems that is derived 
from auto racing. The premise is that whenever service or repair is 
necessary during a battle (the race) every additional millisecond gives an 
advantage to the competition/enemy. Pit Stop Design is not designing to 
minimally meet a requirement, it is designing to win.

Some Characteristics of the design approach are:
• Packaging every component in as small a common form 

factor as possible, to reduce weight and transport volume
• Modular design to allow commonality and upgrades
• Reduction of tools, with none being the goal
• Service by a single soldier, whether a 1st percentile female 

or a 99th percentile male, in MOPP IV or winter gear
• Handles and grip areas on components 
• Reduced Maintenance training through simplicity and 

system commonality.



ReliabilityMaintainability
(Pit-stop Engineering)
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Typical Two Level Maintenance Actions

Field Maintenance Actions

• On-System
• Plug and Play Components 
• Fewer Actions Requiring Tools
• Crew Level Maintenance Tasks
• Typical Replace Tasks:

Replace Starter
Replace Winch
Replace Electronic Module
Replace Geared Hubs
Replace Engine
Replace Transmission

Sustainment Maintenance Actions

• Off-System
• Disassemble / Assemble
• Repair to National Standard
• Requires Wide Variety of Tools
• Typical Repair Tasks:

Repair Starter
Repair Winch
Repair Electronic Module
Repair Geared Hubs
Repair Engine
Repair Transmission



Benefits 
of a Two-Level System

• Less Echelons

• Eliminates Duplication of Work

• Reduced “Handling” during evacuation

• Decreases Repair Cycle Time/Increases Readiness

• Reduced Logistics Footprint

• Syncs well with SSF/NMM

• Increased Flexibility and Depth of Capabilities

• Takes advantage of expected improvements in         
reliability, Embedded Diagnostics & Prognostics



Gets rid of maintenance echeloning

No longer have to retrain feeder MOSs in NCOES

• Reduces logistics footprint in the battle space
• Returns equipment back to the fight faster
• Lessens equipment evacuation requirements
• Empowers commanders with more options and flexibility

Increases operational readiness rates 
• Reduces repair time - No longer have to job-order all repairs to DS
• Increases productivity                Increases combat power 
• Reduces costs in time and fuel, wear and tear of recovery vehicles    

Benefits of Merged ORG and DS

Increases Personnel Management Efficiencies
• One soldier to be managed rather than three for assignments 

and promotions 
• Allows commanders to utilize one soldier in more places on the 

battlefield and in garrison
• Streamlines and cleans-up progression models, data collection, 

entries and maintenance, special duty selections, training, and 
authorization documents 
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